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Somatic evolution of cancer

1. Drivers: mutations in tumor suppressors and
oncogenes
advantageous to cancer
same genes affected in different tumors

2. Passengers: randomly occurring mutations
neutral or deleterious
different genes in different tumors





Outline

Two ideas
1. Cancer is experiencing a heavy genetic

load of passenger mutations.
2. Therapy could be aimed at elevating

deleterious effect of passenger mutations.



Somatic evolution of cancer



Genetic load and population meltdown

Accumulation of deleterious mutations in asexual population
gradually leads to population extinction
• Genetic load  = fraction of the population to die

L = wmax ! w
wmax

w = exp(!U ) = exp(!µT )

Number of new deleterious
mutations per generation
per individual

   Population meltdown/Ratchet

• In steady state (mut/sel balance) the mean fitness

Accumulation of mutations 

Loss of most fit class (ratcheting) 

Muller-Lynch

Drop in population size



Asexual populations are at risk
of meltdown



Idea #1

     Can accumulation of deleterious passenger
mutations lead to cancer meltdown ?

1. Asexual population
2. High rate of mutations

x100 normal, genomic instability,
epigenetic alterations, …

3. Accumulation of passenger mutations
via hitchhiking/bottlenecks

How fast is this process ?



1. Can deleterious passenger mutations
accumulate during cancer development?

2. How strong is the phenotype of passenger
mutations?

3. How can this vulnerability of cancer be
exploited by therapeutics?

Cancer and U



Simulations

D(p,N ) = N
K

B(p,N ) =
1+ sd( )d

1+ sp( )p

• Drivers - large advantageous effect 0.1 
• Passenger - small deleterious effect 0.001  
• Population size can change

Cancer 
stem cells



Somatic evolution of cancer



Simulations

Hitchhiking, growth, dormancy and regression
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Simulations

Identical parameters
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Waiting time
and accumulation of passengers

 

Effect of passenger a mutation, sp
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Analytical model
Two state process, x - population size
x

time
v+ , f!v! , f+

!p+ (x,t)
!t

= f+ p" (x,t) " f" p+ (x,t) " v+
!p+ (x,t)

!x
!p" (x,t)

!t
= f" p+ (x,t) " f+ p" (x,t) " v"

!p" (x,t)
!x

v: Velocities 
f : frequencies of switching

(Dogterom Leibler: Dynamics of microtubules PRL 1993)



Analytical model
Two state process, x - population size

V = f+v+ ! f!v!
f+ + f!

" f+#+ ! v!

D = v+v!
f+ + f!

V
D

On long time scales: diffusion with drift

x

time

 f! ! f+

v+ , f!v! , f+

f+ = Pr{ fix.driver}[mut.rate drivers] =
sd

1+ sd
xTdµ

!+ = xsd
v" # Pr{ fix.pass}[mut.rate pass]$ !" = Tpµxsp



Analytical model
Two state process, x - population size

V

On long time scales: diffusion with drift

x

time
v+ , f!v! , f+

V (x) ! µ x2Tds
2
d " xTps p#$ %&

xcrit !
Tp
Td

sp
sd
2

V (x)

x



Analytical model
Two state process, x - population size

V

On long time scales: diffusion with drift

x

time
v+ , f!v! , f+

V (x) ! µ x2Tds
2
d " xTps p#$ %&

xcrit !
Tp
Td

sp
sd
2

V (x)

xCritical cancer size



Analytical model
Two state process, x - population size

V

Another critical point:

gain in fitness by a driver = loss of fitness due to passengers

x

time
v+ , f!v! , f+

Critical mutation rate

sp = [steady state loss of fitness]
sp = µTp



Theory

Population size, x
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Theory

V=0

µTp = sd



1. Can deleterious passenger mutations
accumulate during cancer development?

2. How strong is the phenotype of passenger
mutations?

3. How can this vulnerability of cancer be
exploited by therapeutics?

Questions
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Cancer genomics

~30,000 single nucl. mutations per sample
~102 non-synonymous mutations

Drivers
~5-10 driver genes affected

Passengers
~102 of “random” genes involved



Cancer genomics

Passenger are commonly assumed to be neutral

If they are deleterious
- experience purifying selection;
- evade strong purifying selection by
hitchhiking/bottlenecks



Genomics

null model
611 genes from COSMIC database

Under positive selection (drivers)

Under purifying selection (passengers)

N(nonsyn)/N(syn)



Hitchhiking passengers

Neutral or         deleterious



Effect of mutations

SNP

Random

PSIC Score Conservation
Structural info [PolyPhen, Sunyaev]
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Effect of mutations

SNP

Random

Strong phenotype
positive selection

drivers
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Effect of mutations

drivers
passengers

Strong phenotype
positive selection

Deleterious

Passenger mutations evade purifying selection
and deleterious.
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Most recent data

Passenger mutations evade purifying selection
and deleterious.

PolyPhen



Deleterious passenger
Q532H in ABCA10 (ATP-binding transporter) in glioma 

H

PolyPhen



Cancer Genomics

Conclusions
1. Signatures of positive and purifying selection

among genes mutated in cancer.
2. Passengers show signatures of deleterious

mutations
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Simulations

Increasing deleterious
effect of passengers (x2)



Simulations

x1.5

Relapse



Idea #2

Random mutations affect protein’s ability to fold 
and can lead to aggregation.

This effect is buffered by chaperons and
         unfolding protein response (UPR) system.

Effect of passenger mutations can be amplified
1. chaperon inhibition
2. proteasome inhibition
3. high temperature (hyperthermia)

and their combination



Experimental evidences

1. Cancers need chaperons.
Elimination of HSF1 protects from cancer, inhibition stops
cancer growth (S. Lindquist 2008)

2. Chaperon inhibitors selectively inhibit cancer
cells.
HSP90 and HST72 inhibitors have selective antitumor effect
(M. Sherman 2007-2009).

3. Proteasome inhibitors are potent antitumor
agents. Bortezomib

4. Cancer is sensitive to hyperthermia.

Can this selective antitumor
activity be mediated by
passenger mutations?



what about viruses?

Can chaperon inhibition
suppress mutator phenotype in

viruses?



Summary

Passenger mutations can play an important
role in tumor development:

• accumulate despite deleterious effect
• evade purifying selection
• can make cancer cells vulnerable to

population meltdown
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